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With increased competition and greater pressure on the 
bottom line, business owners are turning to consultants for 
expertise in helping the business improve efficiency and 
reduce expenses. All while maintaining the quality or quantity 
of the products and services they deliver to their customers.

The title “consultant” is widely used, and is often a catch-all 
for a variety of occupations. This can make it challenging to 
accurately classify consultant accounts. 

We created this useful guide to help you easily and accurately 
classify your consultant accounts. Keep it handy, and refer to it 
before submitting consultant accounts to The Hartford.

CLASSIFICATION INFORMATION

OUR DEFINITION OF CONSULTANTS
The Hartford defines a consultant as an experienced 
professional who provides expert knowledge and advice. 
More specifically, they:

• Charge a fee for their advice, but are not accountable
or tied to an outcome

• Work in an office-type environment, either on their
own premises or that of their clients

Prepare. Protect. Prevail.®

OUR TARGET SPECTRUM® 
CLASSES CLASS CODE
Business & Management 
Consultants                    65881

Computer Consultants        65891

Consultants (not otherwise 
classified)                      65781

SAVE TIME CLASSIFYING CONSULTANT ACCOUNTS 
WITH THIS HELPFUL GUIDE.
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NOT OUR TARGET
Consultants not fitting our definition include those who:

• Design, manufacture, install, test or sell products

• Provide turnkey solutions that extend beyond
giving advice (i.e., implements changes, executes
decisions or hires others to do so)

• Have authority to supervise, manage or hire/sub-
contract operations on behalf of their clients

• Provide consulting services as ancillary to their
core business

Example: An advertising agency or engineering firm 
that also offers consulting services; classify these 
businesses as an advertising agency or engineering firm

QUESTIONS TO HELP YOU 
CLASSIFY AN ACCOUNT 
Does the consultant:

• Provide more than advice (e.g., sell or install
a product)?

• Have responsibility for how their advice is
implemented?

• Have responsibility for managing employees,
controlling operations or final decisions that affect a
client’s operations?

• Design or manufacture a product, or amend/alter a
client’s systems or products, in any way? 

CONSULTANT PROFILES
To give you a clearer understanding of the consultants 
we are interested in writing, here are two examples: one 
preferred consultant who fits our appetite, and one who 
does not. 

Preferred 
BTB Consulting specializes in helping clients optimize 
their websites for search. While they occasionally visit 
clients at their offices, most work is done out of BTB’s 

office. After reviewing a client’s website, they will make 
recommendations and create an implementation plan. 
Their contract contemplates payment for these services 
only; income is not tied to the execution or success of 
their recommendations.

Less Desirable
RJ Consulting consults with manufacturers on how to 
optimize their line assemblies. This often requires them 
to be “on location” or on the manufacturing floor for a 
variety of manufacturing operations. The contract for 
each engagement is customized. Due to their expertise 
in the manufacturing field, RJ not only works with their 
client, but works directly with the resources needed to 
execute the implementation plan. This also includes 
being “on site” as the plan is implemented. 

SOLUTIONS FOR CONSULTANTS 
The Hartford offers solutions that reflect a deep 
understanding of the challenges these consultants 
face. Coverage is easily added by endorsement, giving 
customers these advantages:

• Simplicity of one policy

• Convenience of one bill

KEY COVERAGES 
Consider offering these optional coverages to your 
consultant customers:

• Professional Liability

• Data Breach

• Business Income Extension for
Cloud Service Interruption

• Computers & Media

• Valuable Papers

• Hired & Non-Owned Auto
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Ensure the consultant accounts you submit are issued without additional work or delays.
QUOTE THE HARTFORD TODAY!  

Property
Liability
Workers’ Comp
Business Auto

Certain coverages vary by state and may not be available to all businesses  All Hartford coverages and services 
described on this page may be offered by one or more of the property and casualty insurance company 
subsidiaries of The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc  In TX, this insurance is written by Sentinel Insurance 
Company, Ltd., Hartford Casualty Insurance Company, Hartford Lloyd’s Insurance Company, Property and 
Casualty Insurance Company of Hartford, Hartford Underwriters Insurance Company, Twin City Fire Insurance 
Company, Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company and Hartford Fire Insurance Company. In CA by Sentinel 
Insurance Company, Ltd  (CA license # 8701) and its property and casualty insurance company affiliates, One 
Hartford Plaza, Hartford, CT 06155  

The Hartford® is The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc  and its subsidiaries, including Hartford Fire 
Insurance Company  Its headquarters is in Hartford, CT 
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